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Redistribution and immigration combined 
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Salience of cultural and economic issues 
Source: Kriesi et al. 2012 (NPW II, National political change in a globalizing world) 
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Research question 
Research question 
How, if at all, parties combine redistributive and immigration-related 
issues in party competition for votes? 
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Methodology 
Cases selection 
Two mainstream parties of the Left and Right 
UK:  Labour Party and Conservative Party 
Switzerland:  Social Democratic Party (SPS), Swiss People’s Party (SVP) 
Germany:  Social Democratic Party (SPD), Christian Democratic Union (CDU) 
 
Sources 
Party manifestos between 1999 and 2011. 
 
 
Method 
Thematic analysis, issues as unit of analysis 
 Organising codes (anti/pro) Basic codes (anti/pro) 
Redistribution  redistribution (unspecific), disability, family, health care, 
poverty, retirement, social housing, unemployment 
Immigration immigration 
Integration integration 
Segments family, elderly, young, high skilled, low skilled etc. 
Immigrant groups immigrants (in general), asylum seekers, illegal 
immigrants, labour migrants, refugees; TCNs, EU12 etc. 
Results: Switzerland 
 
Comments: · 1-2 cases, ·· more than 2 cases,  + pro (>60%), - anti (>60%), = otherwise. 
Source: Manifestos for the Swiss national election in 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011. 
1999 2003 2007 2011 1999 2003 2007 2011
Redistribution,&,immigrant,groups · · ·· · · ··
anti+redistribution3&3immigrant3groups · · ·· ·
pro+redistribution3&3immigrant3groups · ··
Redistribution,&,immigration ·· ·
SPSSVP
anti+redistribution3&3anti+immigration ·· ·
pro+redistribution3&3anti+immigration
Redistribution,&,integration · ·· · ·· ·
anti+redistribution3&3anti+integration · ··
pro+redistribution3&3pro+integration · ·· ·
Redistribution = = + + + + + +
Immigration + + + + + + + +
Integration + + + + + + + +
Immigrant0groups ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Segment0groups ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Results: United Kingdom 
 
Comments: · 1-2 cases, ·· more than 2 cases,  + pro (>60%), - anti (>60%), = otherwise. 
Source: Manifestos for the British national election in 2001, 2005 and 2010.. 
2001 2005 2010 2001 2005 2010
Redistribution,&,immigrant,groups · ·
anti)redistribution1&1immigrant1groups · ·
pro)redistribution1&1immigrant1groups ·
Redistribution,&,immigration
Conservatives Labour
anti)redistribution1&1anti)immigration
pro)redistribution1&1anti)immigration
Redistribution,&,integration
anti)redistribution1&1anti)integration
pro)redistribution1&1pro)integration
Redistribution + + + + + +
Immigration ) ) = ) )
Integration ) ) + ) )
Immigrant0groups ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Segment0groups ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Results: Germany 
 
Comments: · 1-2 cases, ·· more than 2 cases,  + pro (>60%), - anti (>60%), = otherwise. 
Source: Manifestos for the German national election in 2002, 2005 and 2009. 
2002 2005 2009 2002 2005 2009
Redistribution,&,immigrant,groups · ··
anti)redistribution1&1immigrant1groups ·
pro)redistribution1&1immigrant1groups ··
Redistribution,&,immigration · · · ·
CDU SPD
anti)redistribution1&1anti)immigration
pro)redistribution1&1anti)immigration · · ·
Redistribution,&,integration ·· · ·· ··
anti)redistribution1&1anti)integration ·
pro)redistribution1&1pro)integration · · ·· ··
Redistribution + + + + + +
Immigration ) ) = = ) +
Integration ) = = + + +
Immigrant0groups ·· · ·· ·· · ··
Segment0groups ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Conclusive discussion 
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Future emphasis: 
•  Additional parties (CVP), extending time period 
•  Explanatory framework, i.e. under which conditions do parties combine 
redistributive and immigration-related issues 
How to deal with practical problems: 
•  Border cases (e.g. language courses for immigrants (pro/anti), laws facilitating recognition of 
professional qualifications obtained abroad (pro-integration + ALMP or LMP in general) 
•  Unit of analysis: issues (core sentences) versus paragraphs/chapters 
